December is usually a mix of heightened emotions: a unique blend of excitement, stress, joy, grief
and exhaustion for each of us, depending on our
personality and personal circumstance. How can we
navigate the intensity of this Advent and Christmas
season? With credit to a blogger called Kevin DeYoung for the inspiration, let me suggest… 7 ways to
be a Christian this December:
1. Receive all over again. Contrary to popular opinion, Christmas is
more about receiving than giving, for humanity: “For unto us a child is
born, unto us a son is given” (Isaiah 9:6). So whether it’s by finding a
time to be quiet or attending a church service, make sure you receive
into your hearts and lives (all over again or for the first time) this most
priceless of gifts: God himself. If you do, the rest of this list will take care
of itself and you’ll actually have the resources to be truly giving.
2. Sing like you mean it. Whether it’s the bittersweet yearning of the
Advent hymns or the wonder and glee of Christmas carols (Luke
2:10-14), enter into the drama and sing with gusto. Savour the familiar
sounds and sentiments of the season. The opportunity to belt them out
won’t come round again for another 11 months.
3. Quit complaining. Things will go wrong this Christmas. Someone
will probably hurt your feelings. Obnoxious friends may be extra obnoxious. But choosing gratitude over grumbling will make you incredibly
distinctive – dazzling even (Philippians 2:14-16).
4. Enjoy some good food. Greed and gluttony are obvious dangers,
but Christians are not called to be ascetic either. So tuck in, within limits!
God created food to be received with thanksgiving (1 Timothy 4:3-5), so
be filled with grub and gratitude.
5. Be generous. Not everyone can enjoy good food this Christmas.
Charities have been struggling across the board since the pandemic.
That means the people they support will be struggling even more than

usual. The range of desperate needs at home and abroad can seem
overwhelming, but start somewhere and be generous. You will never
out-give God (2 Corinthians 8:9).
.

6. Speak to your family. For most of us, it takes effort to engage with
our relatives, especially those we don’t see often. Could you put in five
minutes of thought on the way to their house (or before picking up the
phone) to think of five questions to ask? The gift of your curiosity will
probably be much appreciated.
7. Pray for opportunities. What if we prayed for a chance in the next
week or so to invite a neighbour along to the Carols by Candlelight
service at St Peter’s, or a young family to Saltmine’s Rapunzel performance at Southfields (both on Sunday 12th)? Or for a conversation in
which to share why Christmas brings us comfort. God may well honour
that prayer. Perhaps we do not have such opportunities often because
we do not ask (James 4:2).
All that remains now is for me to take my own advice (gulp), and to wish
you a very happy Christmas!

Would you like to hear more from St Peter's?
If you are online and would like to receive the weekly Vicar's Update, just send an email to brackleyvicar@gmail.com and ask to
receive the church's email bulletin

Bells Never Sound Any Sweeter
Bells never sound any sweeter
Than when at Christmas they ring;
Angels on wings never fleeter –
Message of gladness they bring!
As they once sang on that first Christmas night
Bells sing of God’s Holy birth
Ringing throughout the whole earth!
O, when those sweet bells are ringing
Even in Heaven they’re heard;
Angels soon join with their singing
Bringing us God’s Holy Word.
Sing of the father, the mother, the child
Bells sing of God’s Holy birth
Ringing throughout the whole earth!
Ring with those beautiful tones
Across the far ocean wide
Joy to all folk in their homes
This blessed Christmastide!
All sing with joy the wonderful song –
Bells sing of God’s Holy birth
Ringing throughout the whole earth!
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